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Agile Information Radiators
the Communication plan
the Change Readiness Assessment
the Daily Progress report
the Pareto chart
the Project Calendar
the Project Presentation
the Spider chart
the Stoplight report
the Work Package

Project communications is the most important area of project management. Communication management
tools, such as the spider chart, daily progress report, and a stoplight report, all leverage best-practice
techniques for performing project communications. You should continually try to improve how you
communicate with your customers and team members. Using these communications tools can improve your
communication efforts.
Some tools we mention in this chapter will be familiar to you. Keep an open mind and look at these tools
from a pure communications perspective so that you can use these tools more effectively. Sometimes, the
planning process for a tool will bring forth a new and better way to use the tool.
In this chapter, we also explore project communications tools that manage project information. These tools
will help you communicate effectively while you manage and control the project. These tools will help you
become a better communicator.
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Introduction to Agile Information Radiators
Agile Information Radiators “radiate” information about different aspects of the project, product, project

team, Scrum team, customer, and other project stakeholders. An information radiator is any tool that
physically displays project information in the Scrum team’s working space, or anywhere the project is being
executed. There are two types of information radiators for an Agile project: low-tech, high-touch and hightech, low-touch. Which type you use depends on where you are in the execution of your Agile project, as
well as what your goals are for using the information radiator. . Low-tech, high-touch tools, such a sticky
notes or cardboard cards are often used during the strategy meeting and release planning meeting at the
beginning of the project. High-tech, low-touch tools can be added as the project progresses. The real
question to ask is which tools will be the most beneficial to simplify the radiation of project information so
that the project team can concentrate the majority of their efforts on performing the work. A major
consideration in choosing the tools is how much time, money, effort, and training it would take to
implement the tool. Additionally, you must consider the policies and procedures within your own
organization that pertain to how to requisition the tools, as well as the time it takes to complete the
process. As you complete the first few sprints on your Agile projects, you will start to identify processes that
can be improved from sprint to sprint, which may include new tools. However, it is always best to start with
very basic and inexpensive tools. If a request for additional tools stems from your Agile project team’s
continuous process improvement efforts, there is probably a better chance that your organization will
provide high-tech tools such as dashboards if they see a short turnaround time on their investment.

Tip
Regardless of whether you are using low-tech, high-touch or high-tech, low-touch information
radiators on your Agile project, try not to spend a lot of time making them look “pretty.”
Eliminate waste by creating “barely sufficient” information radiators. One of the basic tenets of
Agile project management is to enable the project team to spend more time performing the work
than making the information being radiated look perfect.

Tool Value
The main value of using information radiators, regardless of whether they are low -tech, hightouch or high-tech, low-touch is that they replace formal documents and meetings that are used
in traditional project management. If you think about how much time you have spen t on
traditional project management projects updating status reports and project documentation,
attending status meetings, and making presentations to senior management and other project
stakeholders, you can appreciate how much time is involved performing these activities. On an
Agile project, if a project stakeholder wants to know how the project team and the project is
performing, all he or she has to do is walk into the team’s working space (sometimes referred to
as a “war room” or “combat information center”) and look on the walls. In less than a minute,
these interested stakeholders can get a snapshot of what is happening on the project. This is
extremely valuable because the stakeholders get real-time project updates very quickly, and the
project team does not have to stop what they are doing to provide the updates and can continue
working without interruption.

Social Medial Tools
The communication purposes for the Agile information radiators is inform. The tool can be used
in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).

Introducing low-tech, high-touch Agile information radiators
The first type of information radiators you can use on an Agile project are referred to as low-tech, hightouch. Team members create a physical project information radiator using a variety of simple tools. They
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can use dry-erase white boards, easels and easel pads, multi-colored markers, blue painter’s tape, multicolored sticky notes, butcher paper, index cards, or user story cards. It is important when you first start
planning an Agile project in the strategy meeting and release meeting that the tools used to radiate
information be high-touch, and low-tech because the meetings are usually face-to-face; there is no need for
formality to exchange ideas and information among attendees. Performing low-tech, high-touch planning
activities helps ensure informality and allows the team members to feel comfortable making impromptu
changes “on the fly” and to practice being innovative and creative when identifying the initial product
characteristics. This also eliminates the time it would take to constantly update electronic documents every
time a change is made. If a change is needed, team members get up and physically rearrange the
information radiator by moving sticky notes or user story cards to new places that they believe to be a
better fit in the overall project strategy.
Table 12.1 — low-tech, high-touch information radiator examples shows some low-tech, high-touch
information radiator examples that are commonly used in Agile projects.
Table 12.1 — low-tech, high-touch information radiator examples
Tool

Description

Product Roadmap

A visual overview of a product’s releases and the main components
that provide project stakeholders a quick view of the primary release
points and intended functionality at each release point.

User Story Map

A visual status display of a set of user stories that helps group user
stories by product release, and indicates the progress of each user
story throughout the project, release, or sprint.

Product Vision Box

A mock-up of a product on a physical box (often a cereal box) that
contains graphic images and narrative content that conveys the
product vision on an Agile project to interested stakeholders.

Kanban Board

A visual representation of the user stories in a specific sprint that
illustrates the work on an Agile project that is currently in progress
and identifies potential bottlenecks that may need to be cleared for
successful sprint completion.

Risk Board

A visual display of the status and the severity of Agile project risks
that have been documented and maintained by the Agile team, and
the current status of project roadblocks that are brought to light as
part of the daily standup meeting.

Introducing high-tech, low-touch Agile information radiators
The second type of information radiators used on an Agile project are referred to as high-tech, low-touch
because no physical tools are used to create them; they are usually created and displayed electronically.
Some of the tools include software applications, smart boards, electronic bulletin boards, and digital
cameras. Although collocation is one of the basic tenets of Agile, we live in a virtual world and our team
members are often geographically distributed around the globe. You’ll want to strive to get as close to
collocation as possible by using the myriad communication tools that are available. Most Agile project teams
use a combination of high-touch, low-touch and high-tech, low-touch tools collaboratively. For example, if
the majority of your team is located in the United States, but some team members are located in India, you
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can take pictures of the product roadmap and send them electronically to the team members in India. You
can also use video conferencing software applications, webcams, instant messaging, web-based desktopsharing and collaborative websites and document repositories.
Table 12.2 — high-tech, low-touch information radiator examples shows some examples of hightech, low-touch information radiators that are commonly used for Agile projects.
Table 12.2 — high-tech, low-touch information radiator examples
Tool

Description

Burndown Charts

A graphical representation of the remaining work on an Agile
project, release, or sprint that displays the development team’s
progress in terms of story points to determine if the current
work is on track to be completed as planned.

Burnup Charts

A graphical representation of the work performed on an Agile
project, release, or sprint that displays the development team’s
progress in terms of completed story points to determine if team
is on track to complete work as planned.

Dashboards

A visual screen display of vital data about the progress and
performance of both the development team and the overall
project that is highly visible, easy to understand, and updated
automatically with real-time data.

Cumulative Flow
Diagrams

A graphical representation of workflow bottlenecks based on
work-in-progress limits that plots both the total scope and the
progress of individual features, user stories, and tasks to
determine ways to eliminate waste and increase efficiency.

Velocity Tracking Charts

A graphical representation of an Agile project team's velocity
over the course of multiple sprints to identify historical work
performance trends for project team correction or adjustment,
as well as future work performance forecasting.

Regardless of whether an Agile project team displays project performance or team performance using hightouch, low-tech or high-tech, low-touch information radiators, they are indispensable tools that should be
part of the arsenal for any organization that is executing projects using Agile project management best
practices. The most important thing to remember when choosing which type of information radiators to
employ on your Agile projects is to only use the tools that maximize your team’s effectiveness while
minimizing waste in terms of cost, time, and effort.

Planning to Agile information radiators
When planning to use either the high touch or low touch radiators, Agile project teams need to consider
how important both of these tools are for the project from a communication perspective. Information
radiators can provides customers, leadership and any interested parties the latest project information. Agile
project managers will use information radiators throughout the life of the project. Most Agile project
managers take the time at the end of the sprint to ensure the radiators are updated and reflect how the
project is progressing.
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It takes time for Agile project managers to plan the use of these radiators on their project. The planning will
entail what charts and dashboards to use at what stage of the project.
Many Agile project managers or Scrum Master will use these radiators throughout the duration of the sprint
as well. Burndown Charts are a great example of a radiator that a Agile project manager would use during
the sprint and report weekly how the team is progressing.

Reporting from Agile information radiators
On most Agile projects, there will be a series of information radiators that Agile project managers will use to
report current status. Burndown charts, Burnup charts, Dashboard all at the fingertips of Agile project
managers and common tools on these projects.
When thinking about reporting on information radiators, Agile project managers or Scrum Masters will have
to ensure they are getting the project data they need from the team in a timely manner. Getting the data as
the information becomes available makes the data more relevant and if there are issues (team not
progressing like it should) the project team or leadership can make course corrections.
Most Agile project managers are familiar with information radiators and each tool is a common staple in
their tools boxes.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 22 - Using Communication Tools in Executing and Controlling Process to Report
Project Information to learn more about Agile information radiators.
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Introduction to the Communication Plan
The communication plan helps you decide, document, and plan the project’s information needs. The
communication plan helps ensure that the correct audience is receiving the project information on time and
in an acceptable format. At a minimum, you will send a weekly project status report and a monthly
newsletter. These two deliverables should contain enough information for your customers to understand the
project and the overall status. You use the communication plan to document and set up a rhythm for the
project’s communications by using tools such as a status report, budget spreadsheet, issues logs, and so on.
Customers and senior management will expect and rely on regular delivery of project information. As project
manager, ensure that you use a communication plan for each project, regardless of its size or complexity.
Make sure your customers and team members approve the communication plan as early as possible in the
project life cycle. By acquiring approval, you know that your customers approve the type of information they
want to receive, the format they will receive it in, and the delivery time frames. Your customers should
always feel that they have enough information and exposure to project information. The communication
plan is one of the methods that you use to carry out this objective.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with the integration knowledge area.

Tool Value
The project communication plan documents and provides the processes and procedures for
communicating project information. It is the road map the project team follows throughout the
project.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the communication plan are to inform and instruct. The tool
can be used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
You should review and continually update the communication plan throughout the project life cycle. There
are many reasons why, but at the top of the list is ensuring that you are create and deliver everything in the
plan that you said you would produce. You may have documented that you will produce a risk matrix, but
then never create it for the customer. You might have several reasons for not creating it. That’s not the
issue. The issue is that you promised something that you didn’t deliver, which could be a problem. Your
customer could be expecting the risk matrix because you agreed to it in the communication plan, but you
didn’t deliver it. They could be relying on that information for something on their part of the project. On
some projects, customers will hold you directly accountable for delivering every item documented in the
communication plan. A periodic checkpoint to review the current communication plan and status information
you are sending could be helpful in preventing any confusion and ensuring that you are delivering what you
said you would in the communication plan.
Table 12.3 — Example of a communication plan table of contents shows a table of contents from a
sample communication plan. There are two new tools in the plan called, the communication requirements
matrix and the role report matrix.
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Table 12.3 — Example of a communication plan table of contents
#
Description
1

Communication Plan Overview

2

Circle-of-Communications Chart

3

Project Communication Requirements Matrix

4

Role Report Matrix

5

Method and Time Frames for Distribution

6

Lessons Learned (Previous Projects)

7

Historical Information (Examples/Samples)

8

Close Out

The most important parts of the communication plan are the communication matrixes noted in Sections 3
and 4 in the table above. These sections describe, in detail, the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” and “why”
project status information you will deliver you your leadership and customers. The other sections in the
communication plan table of contents example are also valuable, but make sure that you pay special
attention to the two matrix sections #3 & #4.
When creating the communication plan, one of the most important areas to consider is the customer’s
involvement and approval of the document. Customers should agree to who, what, when, where, and how
often you intend to communicate project information. That way, your customers understand when they will
receive project information from you, and they can then establish their own rhythm for communicating or
making project-level decisions based on that information.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 2 – Planning Communications for more information about the circle-ofcommunications chart, communication requirements matrix , and the role report matrix.
One section in the communication plan outlines the time frame your customers will receive project reports
throughout the project life cycle. When you set up the time frames for your project, you are also setting
your project’s rhythm. The rhythm includes the meeting cadence—the rhythm for how often meetings occur,
such as daily or weekly—team members’ delivery dates (final status reports), and the project status report
delivery dates to the customer. If you don’t understand your project’s rhythm, you may struggle to
communicate effectively; you must control your project’s rhythm. Your customers will appreciate the
continual and constant flow of project information, so ensure that they approve the project’s communication
rhythm. The following example shows rhythm cadence and accountability:
•

Monday: Status collection day

•

Tuesday: Weekly status meeting

•

Wednesday: Status report submission and compilation

•

Thursday: Customer project status review meeting

•

Friday: Final project status report submission and distribution
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This rhythm provides continuous weekly project communications to the project team and customers.
A communication plan helps anyone who is working on the project understand what type of project
information will be sent throughout the project life cycle. It will document when the project team creates
and delivers the report, the timing of the reports, who receives the information, and so on. For those who
receive the communication plan, document the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” and “how” of project
information within the communication plan. Knowing the answers to those five questions helps you and your
team understand the information to obtain.

Planning to use a communication plan
When planning to use the communication plan, think about the five critical questions: “who,” “what,”
“where,” “when,” and “how” to get the answer for each question. You will need to identify the various
stakeholders and understand what information they need and in what format. Then, focus on when you
want the information and where to send it. These are the main parts to any communication plan that you
must focus on getting for your document. You should also decide if there are any available lessons-learned
information from past projects around project communications and find, if possible, any helpful historical
reports from previous projects. All of this information can help you communicate effectively. When collecting
information and planning to create and use a communication plan, you will have the data to help you
successfully communicate effectively about your project.

Reporting from the communication plan
On most projects, you and your team jointly create the communication plan. The communication plan is an
extensive document that requires the project team’s knowledge and expertise to complete the details in the
document. Don’t attempt to create this document on your own; it won’t work out well and there is no way
you alone will have all of the information you need for the document. You are going to need help. Your role
on the project is to communicate and own the project information, so it also makes sense that you drive
reporting the project communication plan.
One of the tools you can use to collect project communication requirements is the communication plan
matrix. This tool displays the information for the customer about who is attending the meetings, and what
types of meetings you will have on your project. The communication plan matrix also covers reporting
frequency and how often reports or status will be sent to your leadership and customers. By creating the
project matrix, you identify your customer’s communication requirements and help yourself populate the
various tools you need for the communication plan. Using the communication plan matrix is a win-win for
everyone.

Communication plan matrix template
Table 12.4— Example of a communication plan matrix shows a summary of the customer information
needs for a project. This matrix does not capture the scope of the project, just the customer’s
communication needs. Use the communication plan matrix as a cross-reference for populating the various
tools you need for the communication plan. Don’t confuse the communication plan matrix with the
communication requirements matrix tool. It is easily done, but they are different tools. There are some
similarities between the two tools, but they have different purposes all together. The communication plan
matrix is a high-level gathering tool used to collect project communications information from your customers
and team members. The communication requirements matrix stores detailed information about the roles.
Let’s look at a sample communication plan matrix.
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Table 12.4 — Example of a communication plan matrix
Who

Information Needs

Types of Meetings

Frequency

Project
Manager and
Team Members

Action items, progress reports,
change requests, and issues
specifications

Team meetings, status meetings,
staff meetings, design reviews, oneon-one contract negotiations

Daily,
weekly, asneeded

Sponsor

Progress reports and financial
reports

Financial meetings, major
milestone(s), phase-end, go/no-go
meetings, issue resolution

Monthly

Client

Status reports, ship dates,
specifications change notices

Design reviews and change requests

Asscheduled

As you become familiar with using a project communication plan, you will have your favorite templates or
examples that you follow. Luckily, the project management profession has hundreds of different
communication plan examples for different project types, across different industries. There are plenty to
choose from on the Internet.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 16 - Using Communication Tools During the Initiating Process to learn more about
how to create and use the communication plan.
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Introduction to the Change Readiness Assessment
Document
The change readiness assessment document helps you prepare and set up the organization for change.
Usually, from a project perspective, change readiness means setting up the organization to receive what
they requested while reducing the impact. The following example outlines an HR department needing a
change readiness assessment. In this example, the HR department asked the IT department to develop a
new payroll system to roll out globally. This is where the change readiness assessment document provides
value to the HR department employees. This document outlines who will receive the new payroll system,
what training they need, how they need to prepare their computers, and so on. Everything dealing with the
change and what the employees need to do to prepare for the change are in the change readiness
assessment document.
The change readiness assessment document helps you collect data and prepare the organization for any
new changes. Most industries use a change readiness assessment process because every industry should be
aware of how their customers or clients will handle change. Think about a construction company building of
a new bridge. The construction company has to get the public ready for the new bridge. The company will
show designs, talk about toll prices and project length, and so on. All of these activities are acts of change
readiness, and each prepare the public for building a new bridge and what they can expect when the bridge
is complete.
Another term for change readiness is “organizational change management.” Organizational change
management is a formal process. There are many different change management methodologies in the
industry for you to learn and explore. We won’t explore those methodologies in detail in this chapter; we
will only cover the change readiness assessment report to ensure that you have what you need to use the
tool.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications area.
The secondary area that this tool could be associated with is stakeholder management.

Tool Value
The change readiness assessment tool prepares the organization for the change the project is
going to deliver. Without a change readiness assessment tool, the organization may have no idea
how the proposed product or service will impact them.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the change readiness assessment are to inform, motivate, and
instruct. The tool can be used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
All project managers should use the change readiness assessment tool because change readiness is not
specific to a single methodology or project type; it applies to them all. For large projects that have a large
customer base, such as a new bridge under construction, the change readiness assessment process is
standard for all projects. As project manager, you must make sure you are focusing on this area of the
project. Sadly, most project managers avoid or do not think about change readiness until much too late in
the project. Often, project managers are busy with organizational change management work when the
people are ready to accept the proposed change. It is so important to ensure that the people are ready for
the proposed change and can get ready to work with you through this process. If you have an organization
that won’t accept changes, releasing anything new to them, such as a new application or product will be
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difficult. In those cases, the organization cannot handle the release of a new product at the same time so
many other changes are going on.
Many organizations go through various changes all of the time, which adds to the complexity of change
readiness for a project team. Organizations will go through reorganizations, major process changes, yearend planning, new-year fiscal planning, and quarterly planning. The common theme is that organizations
are always changing. There is rarely a period when an organization is not changing something because of
one reason or another. Remember the previous example about setting up a new HR payroll system? Can
you imagine how difficult it would be to schedule the rollout of a new payroll system when there are so
many other changes going on in an organization? The new payroll system will be regarded like any other
change that people have to deal with and that they may not want to deal with. Well, this is exactly why a
project change readiness assessment document is so useful and valuable on a project. The value of the
change readiness document is that it outlines the steps an organization will take to get itself ready for a
change. The organization accepting the change could be any organization, including HR, finance, or
marketing.
Change readiness or organizational change management is not the same as project change management.
Often, you will hear someone ask a project manager about how he or she handles project change
management. Some project managers will mistakenly say, “I have a standard change control process for my
project.” However, the project manager is not thinking about organizational change management, he or she
is thinking about project change management, such as, “How do I control scope changes, how do I handle
budget changes, and so on?” When the project manager talks about scope management, you know he or
she is not thinking about organizational change management. No, the focus is on the change management
for areas like controlling scope, schedules, and budget, not organizational readiness. If you want to be sure
what type of change management that is being discussed, clarify your questions and allow the project
manager to respond with how he or she handles both levels of change management. It is common for
project managers to initially think about project change control instead of organizational change
management because project managers focus on delivering projects and what it takes to deliver them—who
they deliver them to is usually secondary. Sadly, this is the case for most project managers. Project
managers are so focused on controlling projects, they rarely think about what has to happen in the
organization to get the individuals ready for the change they are about to experience. For example,
installing new computers for everyone in an organization is a big change that people need to prepare for. In
the IT industry, where project change control is much more relevant than organizational change readiness,
project managers are much more focused on delivering the project and less focused on organizational
changes.
Table 12.5 — Example of a change assessment readiness template provides an example of the top
readiness factors to track to ensure the organization is ready for the change. The number of columns in the
table can change based on your company or project considerations; however, these six columns are the
most common.
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Table 12.5 — Example of a change assessment readiness template
#

Change Readiness Factor

1

Vision for Change

2

Strategy and Plan Validated

3

Benefits Understood

4

Funding Secured

5

Timelines Validated

6

Resources Available to Execute

7

Business/Customers Ready to
Receive

8

Security Set for Rollout

9

Communications & Awareness

10

Training Complete

Readiness
Status
(G/Y/R)

Readiness
Owner
Name

Leadership
Support
Required
(Y/N)

Impact of
Change

When the organizational change lead creates the change assessment readiness document, one of the major
concerns is the number of change readiness factors the organization has to adopt. The more factors, the
more work the organizational change lead will have to do to get the organization ready. Fewer factors
should make it easier, but that is not always the case. There is no correct number of change readiness
factors, and every organization and every project is different. Too many change readiness factors may make
it difficult to get the organization ready to adopt the change. Too few factors, the organizational change
lead may not be doing everything possible to get the organization ready. Project Managers should be
watching how well the organizational change lead is getting everyone ready to accept the change and offer
course corrections if this process is not moving along as quickly as it needs to. Only the organizational
change lead should answer the questions about how many change readiness factors are needed for a
project; it is not for anyone else to define. Most companies provide a common set of change readiness
factors for projects that the organizational change lead needs to consider. The company-provided change
factors are just a starting point for the organizational change lead to consider. The lead must review the
company-level change factors and decide if they apply. Some of the change readiness factors at the
organizational level may not make sense at the project level. As the organizational change readiness
activities continue, the organizational change lead will continue to update the template, as needed.

Planning to use a change readiness assessment
When planning to use the change readiness assessment document, one of the first and important steps is
discovering your customer’s tolerance levels for handling change. The more comfortable your customers are
with change, the easier it should be to roll out changes. This is a key step for the organizational change lead
in the planning process because the less comfortable the customer is with change, the more work for the
change lead. It happens that way all the time.
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The other area to consider for planning to use the change readiness assessment template is the change
readiness factors at the organizational level. Many organizations follow different processes and procedures
for handling organizational-wide changes. The organizational change lead must be aware of these processes
so he or she can navigate the project successfully through them. Project managers who ignore
organizational-wide change readiness factors set up their project for some major issues.
Some organizations formally handle the change management processes, while others are informal. It is
going to take the organizational change lead much longer to learn the organization’s structured processes
than unstructured processes. As project manager, consider that and allow for that time in your project
schedule so you are not impacted.
Often, the customer’s leadership team will pick a person in the organization to be on point for the upcoming
change. Let’s look at one example: The HR department asked the IT organization for a new payroll system.
The vice president of the HR department assigns a senior-level HR employee to work with IT on the project.
That person becomes the project’s organizational change lead and takes on the duties of that role. It is
unlikely that someone in IT could possibly work with everyone in HR, especially if it is a big department with
many employees. Therefore, someone from the HR department must play the organizational change lead
role. Selecting someone from IT to play the role of organizational change lead for a department they don’t
know could be a recipe for disaster. It happens, and sometimes it works out fine, but it is not a
recommended best practice. A best practice is to have an HR person in the organizational change lead role
to be on point to work with other HR employees for the new payroll system. Assigning someone from HR
also helps in this example because that person knows the HR procedures and current systems and knows
how to minimize impact to their fellow HR employees. Having the organizational change lead from the same
organization also works well with product adoption because having a familiar face to work with while the
employees learn and adopt a new payroll system is much easier for everyone.
Another area for the organizational change lead to address in planning to use the change readiness
assessment template is the template itself. Specifically, review the default columns in the template and
decide whether they are the correct columns for the product type that you are completing. The
organizational change lead’s key responsibilities are to work with the business customers (other HR
employees in the example) and review the template to ensure that he or she understands the data needed
for each column. The organizational change lead will cover the readiness factors in the template and add
and delete factors as necessary. The next step is to review the columns of data for each change readiness
factor. It is important to understand the change readiness factors and the data that is needed to support or
track each factor. If the change readiness template needs any updates or changes, you and the
organizational change lead must both agree. After you both agree, you can update the template to reflect
the change readiness factors for the project. This is an important task for you and the organizational change
lead to work together and drill down on the correct readiness factors for the project. Doing so will also help
ensure the best chance of getting the organization ready for accepting the change (HR payroll system).
Failure to complete the process by you or the organizational change lead will make it much more difficult to
ready your customers (HR employees) for the change.

Cross-reference
Organizational change management is a complex subject that takes years to master. See chapter
16 - Using Communication Tools During the Initiating Process of the book, “The Tactical
Guide for Building a PMO” written by William Dow, PMP for much more information on
this subject.

Reporting from a change readiness assessment
Reporting from the change readiness assessment document is usually led by the organizational change lead,
not the project manager. This is a major part of the organizational change lead’s roles and responsibilities.
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Reporting the change readiness assessment means providing continuous updates and status about how well
the project is progressing through the change readiness factors. Reporting will also uncover areas that are
struggling. Make a constant effort to ensure that everyone is aware of the details within the change
readiness assessment document. That way, you or the leadership team will recognize roadblocks or
concerns and jointly act quickly to resolve them.
The whole point to the organizational change management process is to keep everyone in the loop and
ensure constant communication about how well it is going.
The change readiness assessment document will be communicated and reported on regularly throughout
the project life cycle. You may want to take information from the assessment chart and add it to the status
report, or you may want to just report status using the change readiness assessment report itself. Either
way, regular and continual reporting of the change readiness assessment data is a critical part of the
project’s success and people will want to see this information throughout the project life cycle.
To create the change readiness assessment document, the organizational change lead will use either a table
format in a spreadsheet or a table in a document. The most common format for this tool is a table format,
which most project leadership and team members like. The change readiness assessment tool is stored in
the document control system for long-term storage and retrieval.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 17 - Using Communication Tools to Administer the Planning Process for additional
about how to create and use the change readiness assessment document.
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Introduction to the Daily Progress Report
The daily progress report documents the results of a daily progress meeting and helps you and your team
understand the project’s status, once a day. The software development industry uses daily progress reports
as part of a development methodology called Agile/Scrum. The tool helps team members be more
accountable for their work, share project status on their deliverables, and communicate with each other.
The daily progress report is the documented results from that meeting. The term “Scrum” comes from the
game of rugby. As in rugby, the Scrum uses a small, cross-functional team to produce the best project
result. Although Scrum’s main goal was to manage software development projects, it’s useful for running
software maintenance teams, or as a program management approach: Scrum of Scrums.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with all other knowledge areas.

Tool Value
Daily progress reports provide a current snapshot of the project, once a day. No other tools
bring team members together every day to talk about the project and their own concerns and
needs of the project.

Social Media Tools
The communication purpose for the daily progress report is to inform. The tool can be used in
Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
Each day, after the team has the daily progress meeting, the project manager (or Scrum master) compiles
the meeting results into a daily progress report. Scrum teams that avoid or do not document the updates
from team members miss an excellent opportunity to communicate the information to a wider audience. We
recommend that project managers, regardless of the industry and methodology they are using, use the daily
meetings and document those meetings by using the daily progress report.
Communicating a daily progress report is valuable to you and the project team. Bringing the team together
for 30 minutes at the beginning of each day allows the team to focus on the project and communicate
project status, issues, concerns, highlights, and lowlights. It also provides an atmosphere of togetherness
for team members.
Using the daily progress report benefits everyone on the team—not only project managers, team members,
and upper management, but customers also can benefit from hearing project status and roadblocks the
team is facing. The meeting is short, and the information from the meeting (the daily progress report) is
provided directly by each team member. This ensures that everyone involved receives the information they
need directly from those doing the work. You can work through roadblocks or issues with team members,
and everyone can hear what everyone else is facing. Customers who sit in on the meeting, or read the daily
progress report, can step in and help when needed. One important aspect of the daily progress report and
the associated meeting is how simple the meeting is and how little time it takes. The process is as follows:
1.

All team members gather in-person (or on a conference call).

2.

You ask each team member the following questions:
•

What did you complete yesterday?

•

What do you plan to work on today?

•

What is stopping you from completing your activities?
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3.

A member of the team, or a scribe, captures the answers from each team member in the daily
progress report.

4.

At the end of the meeting, you receive the report from the scribe or team member who has
cleaned up the formatting and send it to the team, management, and customers for review.

5.

The process continues, daily, until the project is completed.

One of the benefits you receive from using a daily progress report is a higher commitment and
accountability from each team member. When you address each team member directly, he or she is
accountable to provide status and state what he or she is doing on the project. This provides an incentive
for the team to make as much daily progress as possible so that individuals don’t look bad in front of their
peers, and to show that they are providing value to the project. It allows individuals to show you that they
are not slacking off or letting other team members down by not pulling their own weight. It is a powerful
tool for you to use. The daily progress report indirectly forces a friendly sense of competition among
individual team members. Each team member competes against the other and listens and understands what
everyone is working on.
Another important thing to remember when communicating project status using the daily progress report is
the differences between this report and the checkpoint reports. The two are different. The daily progress
report provides a current status of the project, each day, and the checkpoint report summarizes a week’s
worth of information. The issues and risks, for example, on a checkpoint report can be week's old, while the
information coming directly from team members each day is real time.
Daily progress reporting is not new and you have probably been doing this for years. Daily reports are often
used in situations when the project is in trouble and leadership is asking for daily status of the project.
When troubling situations occur, or there is an upcoming milestone, the project team meets to discuss the
problems or concerns until everything is resolved. If the team is focusing on a milestone, the team will
continue to meet daily until they achieve the milestone. Most projects run into trouble at one time or
another during the project life cycle, during difficult times, or times when the team needs to focus on a
milestone. When the milestone is met, and the project goes back to normal, the project team can go back
to having weekly status report meetings and reporting, or whatever their regular cadence is.

Planning to use a daily progress report
When planning and preparing to use a daily progress report, you must first align with team members about
their participation and the value of these meetings. At first, team members might resist the idea of
attending daily meetings. They will argue that it is a waste of time, just another meeting, or that it doesn’t
add any value. You should prepare for this resistance and insist that team members attend. After you set up
the meeting, you can focus on who will collect status for the meeting. You need to select a minute taker for
each meeting. The tool becomes irrelevant if nobody takes the minutes to capture the information. In cases
when nobody collects the information that each team member reports during the meeting, you lose the
ability to create the day’s daily progress report. You would have to try to capture the minutes next time the
team meets, but you lose action items, roadblocks, and potential ways of helping your team move forward.
If you tell the team ahead of time to rotate taking the meeting minutes, they are usually more obliging and
the team will step-up and collect the data.
Another area to consider when you have the data, is finding out whether leadership or customers want a
copy of the daily progress report. It would give them a day-to-day recap of what is happening on the
project. Some customers may think that this is too much information, while other customers will want the
data. Sometimes, customers pass on receiving daily status and are satisfied with a weekly summary
communication only. Those customers may feel that getting daily information while the project is
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progressing may not be valuable and is too much data for them to process. However, you may think
completely the opposite and value the reports even though your customers or leadership don’t.

Reporting from a daily progress report
You are accountable for creating the daily progress report, but you are not responsible for going through
the tasks to build the report. A team member collects the information at the meeting and sends it to you to
compile and communicate the information every day.
The daily progress report allows you to hear the challenges and concerns about the project directly from
each team member. It can be a big problem for you if the minute taker sends the information to you to
compile and summarize, but does not capture who stated the information. You will be immediately aware
that there is an issue, but you won’t necessarily know who said it and who to help. On a large project team,
when information is flying around from everyone, this could be an issue and it does happen. The minutetaker must capture the name of each team member who has an issue so that you can work with that
individual to help resolve the issue. If the minute-taker summarizes all of the information captured by
various team members, it lessens the value of the daily progress report and makes it more difficult for you
to know who to help. It also lessens its value because it does not provide you with the details you need to
help resolve the team’s problems. For example, if the minute-taker documented that the project is $500,000
over budget, this statement does not tell you who raised the issue or where the project is over budget. You
would need to start from square one find out who raised the issue. On the other hand, if the minute-taker
documents that the finance manager stated that the design area is $500,000 over budget, you would know
exactly who to work with to resolve the issue.
It is your responsibility to compile and send the daily progress reports to the team, customers, and,
sometimes management. The value of getting this report each day provides immediate and constant
updates to interested stakeholders and provides complete exposure about what is occurring on the project.
The report should be in a document format, shared through email, and stored long-term in the document
control system where it is accessible by anyone.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 22 - Using Communication Tools in Executing and Controlling Process to Report
Project Information to learn more about how to use and create the daily progress report.
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Introduction to the Pareto Chart
The Pareto chart identifies the highest priority item, or items, in a data set. The Pareto chart is a unique
form of a histogram and prioritizes which items to solve in what order. The chart helps you and your team
focus attention and effort on the most important item on the chart. The chart provides the team a starting
point to solve the first problem identified in the chart, and then the next, and the next, and so on.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with the following knowledge areas:
integration, time, cost, quality, human resources, and procurement.

Tool Value
This tool identifies the predominate problem in a set of data elements. It ranks the items on the
chart, allowing customers and team members to understand what to address first , second, and
third.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the Pareto chart are to inform and instruct. The tool can be
used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
Because the Pareto chart is a graphic representation of the most important issues or items to address on
the project, communicating the chart to customers or team members is easy. Customers can decide
immediately where the largest problems or concerns are, and then focus attention on those areas to achieve
resolution. You are responsible for communicating the problem areas to your customers and team members,
as well as driving the resolution for each area.

Note
Vilfredo Federico Damaso Pareto invented the Pareto chart, and Joseph M. Juran and Kaoru
Ishikawa made it popular. The popular Pareto’s law states that 80 percent of the problems stem
from 20 percent of the causes. The Pareto chart is a communication tool that helps prioritize the
problems in an easy-to-read format. This law originated when Pareto was observing a
connection between population and wealth and noticed that 80 percent of Italy’s wealth was in
the hands of 20 percent of the population. He then carried out surveys on various other countries
and found that a similar distribution applied in those countries as well.
One of the benefits of the Pareto chart is that it helps you and your customers identify and rank the major
problem areas to address. The chart has the capacity to graphically display the results of the analysis and
focus the team on correcting the highest-ranked issue first, then second highest, third, and so on.
Addressing the highest-ranked issues first provides the most benefit to the project with the least amount of
work, thus following Pareto’s law. If you take advantage of using Pareto charts, you can increase your
project’s chance of success because you identify, and then remove, the largest problem areas that your
project faces. Without a Pareto chart, you might miss problems or issues, or not address them at all. This
could have a negative effect on the project. Another situation where the Pareto chart is helpful is when the
project team is working on lower-priority problems without realizing it. After creating the chart, the team
may realize that they are focusing their attention on the wrong areas of the project and wasting time and
effort on less important items. This could have a negative impact on the project. The team needs to focus
on correcting the higher-priority items highlighted on the Pareto chart.
Figure 12.1 — Example of a Pareto chart (delivery problems) shows a Pareto chart where 60
percent of the project problems are in the first two categories. That percentage jumps to 80 percent when
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the third category is included in the analysis. Therefore, if the project team resolves the first two categories,
they would solve 60 percent of the project problems. If they work on the first three categories, they resolve
80 percent of the project’s problems. This process should continue until all problems are resolved.
Figure 12.1 — Example of a Pareto chart (delivery problems)

Figure 12.1 — Example of a Pareto chart (delivery problems) shows that traffic congestion is the
major problem for a vendor’s late delivery on the project. It is also clear that equipment issues (either lack
of or availability) are a problem that needs resolution. To understand how the Pareto law works for this
particular chart, review the cumulative percentage line. This line goes across the top of the chart, on a
curve. The line indicates that the second point in the equipment bar column directly relates to roughly 65
percent of the problems, and the other problems represent the remaining 35 percent. Therefore, if the
project team resolves the traffic and equipment problems, they would resolve 65 percent of the late
deliveries. Imagine how easy it would be to create this chart for your project, and how valuable it would be
to communicate the current project problems to your customers and management.
The following tips can help you read and understand a Pareto chart:
•

Look for a breakpoint in the cumulative percentage line. This point occurs where the slope of the
line begins to flatten. The project issues located under the steepest part of the curved line and on
the left side of the chart are the most important.

•

If there is not a clear breakpoint in the slope of the line, look for the issues that make up at least
60 percent of the problem. After you improve the predominate issues at the 60-percent level,
recreate the Pareto analysis chart to find the new predominate issues. The project team needs to
address the new issues.

•

If the bars are similar in size, or more than half of the issues make up 60 percent, try a different
breakdown of issues that might be more suitable, or consider the issues addressed. The project
team has solved most of the issues with the least amount of effort. If you want to continue,
recreate the Pareto chart with most of the issues removed from the analysis.
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Planning to use a Pareto chart
In planning and preparing to use a Pareto chart, you must first define the major project problems that you
want to track. The project problem defined in Figure 12.1 — Example of a Pareto chart (delivery
problems) is the vendor’s late delivery of material to the construction job site. The reasons for the
problems are broken down into subcategories (equipment, traffic, weather, and so on). That same process
occurs when deciding which areas you want to track for the project during the planning phase, so set up the
Pareto chart as early as possible. This is not an easy task, and you must put some time and effort into
thinking about what makes sense and what are the problems for the project that need tracking. After
deciding the subcategories, work with the team to select someone who is responsible for creating the chart.
That team member will own the Pareto chart and keep it throughout the project life cycle. If no one is
available to take on this task, you should create the chart. This is often the case. After deciding the team
member responsible for owning the chart, work with your customer to get the requirements for the Pareto
chart. You may have to teach the customer about the Pareto chart by showing examples and explaining the
value that the chart brings to the project. Customers may have their own unique requirements of what they
want to see on the Pareto chart—unlikely if they have never used the chart before, but possible if they have
used it on other projects and see its value. Your customers could have specific reporting requirements, such
as time frames for when they want the report delivered to them, or other issues to specifically track on the
report. After performing the specific planning activities, understanding the problems, and discovering the
customer’s requirements, you are adequately prepared to use the Pareto chart.

Reporting from the Pareto chart
You are usually responsible for creating a Pareto chart, but other team members may occasionally take on
the responsibility as well. For example, the test manager is ideal for creating the Pareto chart because of his
or her access to valuable test issues that can be charted for the project. The Pareto chart is an internal tool
that focuses more on controlling how the project performs than delivering particular project status. Some
other examples of how projects use a Pareto chart include:
•

Safety violations charts (quality/human resources)

•

Project issue charts

•

Bug defects in testing, by bug categories charts (time)

•

Cost estimating overrun charts

Every week you should report the project’s Pareto chart(s) to your customers. The chart shows the project
problems and, based on that information, you assign tasks to team members to resolve the problems. The
Pareto chart is an important area of project monitoring and controlling, and therefore should be included as
part of the standard project’s reporting cycle. You should use a spreadsheet and its graphing capabilities to
create and graph the project’s Pareto chart. The Pareto chart is stored as part of the project’s document
control system for long-term archiving and accessibility.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 22 - Using Communication Tools in Executing and Controlling Process to Report
Project Information to learn more about how to use the Pareto chart.
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Introduction to the Project Calendar
The project calendar displays major project tasks, milestones, and events on a formatted document that
displays calendar days to allow for easy understanding of important and critical project dates. The project
calendar is not a personal calendar. Project calendars store project information only, such as milestone
dates, meeting events, current activities, and so on. The only personal information stored on a project
calendar are vacations or known personal events that impact the project. Personal information applies to all
team members, not individual team members, and only if it impacts the project.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with all knowledge areas.

Tool Value
The project calendar allows instant access to the project’s schedule and is an excellent way to
communicate schedule and project information. It is compact, portable, and easy to read and
understand.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the project calendar are to inform and instruct. The tool can be
used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
After you load the project calendar with key dates and milestones, the calendar becomes a valuable tool for
everyone on the project. The project manager, upper management, customers, and project team all use the
project calendar to understand the project’s time-based commitments. The project calendar provides a
common understanding of the project dates and deliverables and raises awareness on scheduling conflicts
that team members may have on one another. There are many benefits to using a project calendar,
especially when you are looking at conflicts or scheduling for team members. For example, when a project
has a major milestone delivery during the last two weeks of December, the project calendar displays the
information for everyone so that they can discover the impact of this milestone during the holiday season.
During the last week of December many people are off for the holidays, so having a project milestone
during that time frame could be an issue for team members. If needed, team members can re-plan
December’s tasks for a time when they will be available to work. If team members re-plan project activities,
the project calendar will highlight the impact and effect on the downstream tasks. When dates move for one
task, and other tasks rely on that task, those dates also move. The project calendar highlights the tasks and
dates that move and let everyone see the impact to the project schedule to make changes where necessary.
Yet another benefit of the project calendar is the ease of communicating project information to your
customers or management. Carrying a fully loaded project calendar around with you enables you to access
project dates at your fingertips, without having to fumble to get online, log on to a system, or go into the
project’s planning room. By having the information readily available, team members, customers, and
management are reassured that you have everything under control.
The project calendar is a helpful tool for any project manager, team member, or stakeholder who is trying
to understand the project’s major milestones. In an instant, the project calendar provides high-level
milestone dates to anyone, and if used correctly, it also tracks the high-level project status. As you monitor
and control project execution, ensure that the project calendar is up to date for tracking status. As major
milestones are completed, mark off the milestones on the calendar as complete and communicate that
information to interested stakeholders.
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Figure 12.2 — Example of a project calendar (software project) shows a typical project calendar
from a project-scheduling tool. This project calendar represents a software project, showing both
development and testing time frames. As you can see, the development work spans over a three-week
period, and testing occurs over a two-week period. You will also notice the work flow, development and
testing, respectively.
Figure 12.2 — Example of a project calendar (software project)

You can use the project calendar to communicate project timelines, costs, resources, and individual project
activities. It is valuable to add weekly status meetings, key review meetings, and other major project events
to the calendar when you first create it. The project calendar shows all of the project deliverables and it is a
great asset during the planning process. During the planning process, the project calendar shows holiday
schedules, vacation schedules, and time off for team members that could impact a project. For example, in
December, many projects avoid the last two weeks of the month because of holiday season and vacations,
so during the planning process, the project calendar has these dates blocked off as nonworking time. In
doing so, your project will not calculate these dates as workable days.
You mainly use the project calendar as a guide to the project’s time lines, milestones, and as a tool to
ensure that the project is on schedule. You also use the project calendar to communicate with your team
members about whether they are going to make the major milestone date on the project. Team members
use the project calendar as a graphical representation of their milestones and plan their work and other
activities around the calendar. If team members have a copy of the project calendar at their desks, they can
quickly decide when they need to give time to the project. It becomes an individual planning tool for each
team member.
Project calendars come in different views, depending on the needs of the project or organization. Here are
some examples of available project calendars:
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•

Long-range calendars: 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, or longer

•

Daily calendars: Daily events

•

Monthly calendars: Monthly events

•

Multiple calendars: One project is overlapping with another project’s calendar

•

Hourly calendars: Planning in 15-minute increments

•

Resource calendar: An individual resource calendar that shows, for example, equipment such as
cranes, trucks, bulldozers, concrete mixer, or people

•

Individual resource calendar: For assigning human resources to a project

Planning to use a project calendar tool
When planning to use a project calendar, you must first decide where and how to use the project calendar.
Large projects may have a project scheduling team to create a master project schedule. Most project
managers want to create a project calendar using the information from the master project schedule. That
way, you can see the project’s major milestone events to monitor the project’s progress. For example, in a
software project, you add the major events of the development methodology, such as project requirements,
design, development, and test directly onto the project calendar. Then, as your project team passes through
each phase, you can track and mark off the progress on your project calendar. It is a great tracking tool for
any project manager.
After you add the major phases to the project calendar, work with the various team leads to get them
thinking about the duration of project phases. You need to add that data for each area on the project
calendar. After receiving the initial dates from team members, add those dates into your project scheduling
tool first, and then onto the physical project calendar. Getting dates from team members gives you the basis
to start discussions with the customer about the proposed project finish dates. This leads to some great
discussions with your customers and team members around project timing. This is the first time you will get
the dates that the team proposes it will take for their project areas to align to the customer’s expectations
for a project end date. You drive those discussions among the parties to ensure there is agreement by
everyone involved before the project dates are locked. After everyone agrees, you or the scheduler updates
the project schedule with the agreed upon dates. After finishing these planning activities, you have
adequately prepared to use the project calendar on your project.

Reporting from the project calendar tool
Your role is to create the project calendar tool for the project, but you will be doing so mainly as a tool for
your own use. On large projects where there is a project planning and control group, someone is
responsible for developing the project calendar tool.
The easiest method to create a project calendar is by using a word processing program or a projectscheduling tool. Most software applications can create a blank monthly project calendar. There are two
schools of thought that project managers have about reporting from the project calendar. Some of your
project manager peers do not report from it at all and only use it as a planning and executing tool. Other
project managers use the project calendar as a reporting tool and incorporate it as part of the official
project reporting processes. You and your customer can decide which method to use for reporting project
information. Some customers prefer that the project calendar is officially reported from for the project, but
treat the situation on a case-by-case basis. You may want to use the project calendar as an internal tool
only and use other tools, such as the Gantt chart or project milestone list to report project status.
Figure 12.3 — Example of a project calendar shows a typical project calendar from Microsoft Word.
This calendar is blank to allow for adding project-level milestones through the planning process. Depending
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on the planning process, a blank sheet is perfect for starting the discussions for a high-level project time
frame.
Figure 12.3 — Example of a project calendar

Note
Every project needs to have a graphical representation of its activities.
There is no formal reporting from the project calendar. If you decide that you want to report from the
project calendar, you will have to prepare it once a week, or use the same reporting time frames as other
project reports to ensure that it becomes part of the regular reporting.
There are two formats for the project calendar (printed and electronic) that you can use. The most useful
part of this tool in a document format is that you can write on it, bring it with you, and have the information
readily available for anyone to see. Using an electronic format also has benefits, such as continuous and
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automatic updating and providing real-time project status. When updating the project schedule, updating
the project calendar is automatic.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 18 - Using Communication Tools to Plan and Develop Project Deliverables to learn
more about how to use the project calendar.
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Introduction to the Project Presentation
The project presentation presents project information in a formal and structured manner to customers,
executives, management, team members, and other stakeholders. You must be careful and consider the
story that you want to present when creating a project presentation. If you do not put any consideration
into your project presentation, and you just slap it together, your customers could walk away feeling that
the project is out of control, unstructured, and they are wasting their money. This is not good and you could
leave your customers with a lack of confidence in you. It happens when you rush into creating presentations
to meet a deadline or you are put on the spot to present information about your project. If it happens early
in the project and your customers have no creditability with you, it could be a long lasting issue. The
customer may worry about the project if the presentation is confusing and you appear to have no idea what
is going on.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with all knowledge areas.

Tool Value
Project presentations communicate plenty of project information. Presentations are given in a
controlled environment in which you control the message delivery.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the project presentation are to inform, motivate, and inspire.
The tool can be used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group)
You own presenting your project’s information, regardless of what it takes to get it done. You are
responsible for calling the meeting, inviting participants, scheduling, message delivery, and all areas of
putting together the presentation material. Project presentations let you show off your presentation skills
and bring your project to the forefront for a project review with customers and management. There are
thousands of project presentations on the Internet, and your company should have templates to get you
started on the right foot. Regardless of the details in the project presentation, there are hundreds of
templates available for use. The templates range from all types of messages, project types, milestone
events (for example, project go-live decisions) to granular detail or high-level presentations.
The project presentation tool is valuable for presenting project information in a formal setting to customers
and the project team. Project presentations give you an opportunity to collect project-level decisions during
the meeting. This happens because the stakeholders are attending the meeting and are focused on the
project material, so they can respond to questions or issues about the project moving forward. Formal
project presentation meetings also give team members the chance to speak to your customers directly when
they may not normally get a chance to do so. Make sure that team members capitalize on this and get the
decisions they need from the meeting.
Figure 12.4 — Example of a one-page project presentation slide, specifically focused on project
status shows a typical one-page project status slide. This project presentation example shows the required
fields and phases for a typical data warehouse software project. The fields and information provide a pageat-a-glance view of project information.
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Figure 12.4 — Example of a one-page project presentation slide, specifically focused on project
status

The project presentation should be clear, concise, and easy to read. When developing the project
presentation, ensure that all project information is at a summary level to meet the audience’s needs.
Customers and management audiences are different, so creating the right balance of summary-level and
detailed-level information can be tricky. Usually, project managers schedule a project presentation when the
project team hits a major milestone, such as a software project’s design complete, user acceptance testing
(UAT) complete, or a go-live phase. Make sure the material you present is a true and current representation
of your project. Milestone checkpoints give your customers confidence that the project is progressing either
positively or negatively, but it does give them the ability to decide for themselves how it is progressing. This
gives you a chance to shine by presenting the project in its best light and with the latest and most up-todate information.
The project presentation is valuable to everyone on the project team, especially you. Team members who
usually report through different department leads tend to do everything possible to ensure their area of the
project is complete before presenting information to management and customers. This is helpful to you
because it pulls all of the information together to represent the most current and accurate picture of the
project at one time. You know exactly what is going on with the project and can present the data with
confidence. During the day-to-day work activities of a project, pulling status information and compiling it
into a formal presentation is not a typical activity. Project presentations force the team and project manager
to come together to compile the information. It sets a stake in the ground to capture the most current
status of the project.
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Project presentations are different among industries. The presentation’s format and information can vary,
depending on project size, complexity, industry, and specific organizational requirements. The project
presentation for a large construction project will be different than a presentation for a small software
project. However, the core items of the presentation remain the same, but because the industries are so
different, the project presentation is also different.

Planning to give a better project presentation
In planning to use a project presentation, you have several tasks to complete before the meeting can occur.
These tasks include developing all project presentation materials, aligning customers and team members
who are presenting at the meeting, inviting attendees, and booking the meeting room and equipment. The
list goes on and on.
You should send reminders and follow-up prompts to key meeting invitees to ensure they are attending in
case they forgot about the meeting or booked something else over the meeting. Key project members’
double- and triple-book project meetings and have to miss meetings because of other conflicts. You could
easily have a presenter forget or not attend your meeting if you don’t follow up with them. By completing
the planning activities to prepare the project presentation, you have taken most of the steps to adequately
prepare for your presentation.

Reporting from project presentations
Usually, you are responsible for creating all project presentations. This is excellent news because you are
responsible for the meeting and, therefore, own the responsibility of compiling all of the material. On large
projects with a project administrator, often the administrator is responsible for developing the project
presentation while working alongside you. Sometimes, this is simply a matter of compiling the information
from various team members, so anyone can do it. Even in those cases, if someone else is compiling the
project information for you, you still need to be active in the process. In the end, you own and have to
present the information to your customer.
The following examples are various project presentations that you might make for a project:
•

Media presentation: These presentations can occur when announcing and closing out a project
or at major milestones.

•

Project kick-offs: This initial meeting brings everyone together for the project.

•

Requests for funding: You use this meeting to present to customers a request for additional
funding.

•

End-of-phase presentation: This meeting is scheduled when the project reaches the end of a
particular phase (design complete) and you want to close out that phase.

•

Weekly status meeting presentations: Weekly status meetings often have a presentation
component to them that requires developing a project presentation and presenting to your
customers.

•

Technical presentations: Technical presentations are both discussions and presentations for
management and contractors, for example.

•

Lessons learned: This presentation covers lessons-learned information and addresses how future
projects can benefit from lessons of the existing project.

•

Project closures: A project closeout presentation is usually the last presentation where you
gather stakeholders and get final approval on the team’s efforts.

You are responsible for formally reporting project presentations during various times throughout the project
life cycle. You are also responsible for creating the project presentations in software packages, such as
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Microsoft PowerPoint or Apple Keynote® and storing them in the document control system for long-term
storage and archiving. Project presentations often have controls on them around compliance. Sometimes,
they require formal approval and sign-off from key stakeholders. We recommend storing project
presentations in a document control system rather than on someone’s hard drive or personal computer.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 20 - Using Communication Tools During the Executing and Controlling Processes to
Administer the Project to learn more about how to use a project presentation.
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Introduction to the Spider Chart
The spider chart graphically presents comparisons of various types of information. Most team members use
them to evaluate multiple alternatives based on multiple criteria. A spider chart, also known as a radar chart
or star chart, is a two-dimensional chart of three or more quantitative variables represented on axes that
start from the center of the chart. The relative position and angle of the axes varies and depends on the
amount of data to compare. The chart resembles a spider web; thus, the name.
A spider chart is most useful when you need to see patterns in your data. It has multiple axes along which
the data is plotted. On a spider chart, a point close to the center on any axis shows a low value, and a point
near the edge is a high value. In some scenarios, you may want points near the center, or low values.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for the spider chart is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with the following knowledge areas: time,
cost, quality, human resources, and risk.

Tool Value
A spider chart compares performance of different entities on the same set of axes.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the spider chart are to inform and persuade. The tool can be
used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
Figure 12.5 — Example of a spider chart shows a simple spider chart for the hours worked for five
months (M) by Mr. Brown. Note: Months 1 through 3 are part-time, and months 4 and 5 are full-time. You
can display several workers to quickly identify who worked the most and who worked the least. To keep the
example simple, this spider chart only has one alternative. The spider chart is useful when you have
relatively few alternatives (3-6) that you want to compare, based on a few different criteria (4-8). If you
have more data to compare, a different tool may be more useful.
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Figure 12.5 — Example of a spider chart

A spider chart is a great communication tool because it is visually compelling and easy to set up. It is also a
quick and effective method for communicating project data to your customers. Projects have several
different areas to report on by using a spider chart, including:
•

Comparison reports

•

Hours worked for team members

•

Vendor comparison

•

Cost and budget reports

Spider charts are quick and easy to create. Spider charts provide a great deal of project information for you
and your team about the project. Your role is to communicate the project comparison data to stakeholders
by using a spider chart, and then make project decisions based on what you find in the data. The chart
compares project data, and the results of those comparisons help you make project decisions. When you
use a spider chart, the chance of disclosing more information and potentially lessening issues is greater.
The spider chart graphically compares certain types of information about the project. The chart helps
evaluate alternatives for the project depending on the data charted. A spider chart defines performance
data and identifies strengths and weaknesses in that data. By using a spider chart, you no longer have to
place data sets side by side to compare them. You can see variances or deviations in multiple types of
information right in the chart. You can develop the chart by using a spreadsheet tool that has charting
capabilities.

Planning to use a spider chart
In planning and preparing to use a spider chart, you must first decide if solving the problem by using the
spider chart format will benefit the person or group receiving it. The data must meet the criteria of
comparing different entities on the same set of axes. Most teams use a spider chart to evaluate multiple
alternatives based on multiple criteria. When you understand these reasons, you will understand the criteria
that you need to create the spider chart. You will analyze the chart first, and then work with your customer
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so that they understand what the spider chart is reporting about the variables. After preparing these steps,
you are adequately prepared to use the spider chart on your project.

Reporting from a spider chart
You are responsible for creating the spider chart for your project unless you have administrative support to
help you. If the project is large enough to have an administrative team, a member of that team may be
responsible for creating the chart. Initially, the spider chart might be a little difficult to read and understand,
but after you regularly use it, it will become a common tool that you use on all of your projects.
Figure 12.6 — Example of a spider chart (more complex example) shows a more complex example
of a spider chart. In this example, two more team members have been added to the previous example (see
Figure 12.5), Jones and Smith, to create a more realistic chart. The idea is to compare the monthly work
of each team member. As you can see, Mr. Brown and Mrs. Smith work nearly the same amount of time
each month, roughly half-time (there may be a reason both of them worked more in month 5). The chart
shows that Mr. Jones worked full-time each month, except the fourth month, in which he hardly worked at
all.
Figure 12.6 — Example of a spider chart (more complex example)

Figure 12.7 — Example of a weather spider chart shows an example of another spider chart. In this
example, one of the unique areas is the low temperature readings of Ice Lands. The location is displayed by
the small solid line with a circle on the chart. It is the small circle in the chart in the center. The data for this
location is unique because of how little the variance in temperature is between summer and winter,
especially when you compare it to the other two locations.
Notice the temperatures for Alice Springs. When you study the chart, you will see that Alice Springs is hot in
January and cool in July. This data is opposite from the temperatures in the other two locations. This
difference represents the northern and southern hemispheres. It appears Palm Springs and Alice Springs
have the same temperatures during opposite times of the year. This type of chart shows the difference
quickly and clearly.
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Figure 12.7 — Example of a weather spider chart

The spider report contains project-specific data that constantly changes, so it’s important to report weekly
or monthly, at a minimum. The spider chart is stored as part of the project’s standard documentation and is
always available to stakeholders and team members.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 22 - Using Communication Tools in Executing and Controlling Process to Report
Project Information to learn more about how to use a spider chart.
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Introduction to the Stoplight Report
The stoplight report communicates simple project status information in a colored graphic format. Project
schedules, mostly Gantt charts, use colored graphic symbols, mostly red, yellow, and green balls (stoplight
colors) on each row of the project schedule to represent status (schedule, cost, or both) of an activity. Most
automated project scheduling tools can create stoplight reports. These reports can become a common
communication tool, without adding much cost or work to the project. The criteria for setting the initial
parameters for each colored ball in the stoplight report belong to the company’s Project Management Office
(PMO). The PMO lead will expect all project managers to use the same parameters in their stoplight reports
for consistency in cross-project reporting. When project managers randomly change the color parameters,
you get inconsistent reporting. However, there are times when you need to change the parameters in the
stoplight report. Different projects will have different tolerance levels for you and your customer; therefore,
changes may be required. For example, a risk tolerance level could mean how many days a project manager
would let a task become late before switching the color of the stoplight (ball) from green to yellow, or
yellow to red. Alternatively, how much can a task go over budget before you change the color of the budget
stoplight (ball) from green to yellow? Both examples represent you or your customer’s risk tolerance level,
and each example requires setting the limits before using the stoplight report. Some project managers are
more tolerant than others, so the stoplight report’s risk tolerance levels can vary among project managers.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with the following knowledge areas: time
and cost.

Tool Value
The value of the stoplight report is to communicate project status at a glance by using a series of
colored balls (stoplights: red, yellow, and green) to show the severity level of each report
activity.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the stoplight report are to inform and motivate. The tool can be
used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
Using a stoplight report for your project shows that you are proactive about project communications by
providing customers and team members’ insight into the project. Sharing this valuable information by using
a stoplight report requires little or no cost to the project. Most project scheduling tools include the stoplight
report. The cost associated with using the tool equate to a small amount of time and effort to set up the
criteria and making the stoplight report available to the project team and customers. Once the report is
created, there is no added cost to use it, and updating it is easy. The stoplight report gets updated as the
data changes in the project schedule. You are responsible for communicating the stoplight report in the
same manner as you would communicate a project schedule or a Gantt chart. The functionality of the
stoplight report is that it has an associated colored ball on each row of the project schedule, so everyone
can see the status of each row. Customers value the stoplight report because the colored balls show the
project status, at a glance, and by individual task and activity. If you choose to roll up the activity, your
customers will be able to find out the status of the project, rolled up at the summary level.
There are many benefits to using stoplight reports on projects. One benefit is the low cost of creating them.
Since the stoplight report is already available in the project’s software-scheduling program, this is an easy
sell for you. All you have to do is create the criteria for each colored ball, and then display the columns
using the colored balls. It is that simple. The stoplight report is complete and ready for reporting purposes.
As you update the project tasks, the colored balls change colors based on the criteria you set up.
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Another benefit of using the stoplight report is seeing immediately the overall project status by reviewing
the most dominate color on the project schedule. For example, if the project schedule shows most of
project activities in red (critical), the project is considered in red status, meaning that it is either behind
schedule, over budget, or both. There could be multiple conditions that produce a red status, budget and
cost are just two big factors. If the majority of project activities are yellow, the project is in a yellow status,
meaning it is in a potential problem state. Finally, if the majority of project activities are green, the project is
in a green status, meaning it is advancing in the direction of the plan. There can be many variations when
dealing with red, yellow, and green statuses that you need to consider when using the stoplight report.
Every company handles how they process stoplight reports differently. However, no other tool provides a
high-level status of the project by showing colored stoplights (balls) for each activity than the stoplight
report. This is why it is such a valuable tool for you to use.
Figure 12.8 — Example of a stoplight report shows a typical stoplight report that was created by using
an automated scheduling tool. In this example, Task 3 has a dark (red) indicator associated with the Cost
Variance column, which indicates that the cost associated with the task is significantly over budget. Tasks
with red (dark) balls in the Schedule Variance column indicate that the activity is running behind schedule.
In either case, you, the customer, or management can grasp the status of each activity, at a glance, and
discover the status of the overall project. It is the kind of report that is visually compelling to the most
casual observer.
Figure 12.8 — Example of a stoplight report

When you set up the stoplight report for your project, you will quickly discover its value because of the
instant project information you obtain. You, your customer, and leadership team will be able to see exactly
where the project is having issues. Sometimes, your customers or leadership will start getting more heavily
involved when they see that the project is having issues. Often, your customers get involved on an
exception-only basis and let you run the project with limited interruptions, but when they see the stoplight
report includes multiple red and yellow balls, you can almost guarantee that they will start getting more
involved. Many executives on leadership teams prefer exception-based management as a way to stay
involved, without having to get into the project details. By using the exception-based process, leadership
can be involved in multiple projects without having to spend too much time on any one of them.

Tip
Managing by exception is fast and efficient.
There are usually only two main data points for using a stoplight report: scheduling data and cost data.
Other data points are possible, but most project managers stick with the two basic project drivers because
they are the most relevant and most popular for use with the stoplight report. They are also the most
valuable to you for project management and control. Sometimes, a project manager also will use a quality
or risk indicator in the schedule to make a very powerful project stoplight report.
Setting up and using a stoplight report is easy. You just set up the criteria for each indicator (red, yellow,
and green), and then communicate with your customers what you set up and get their feedback. Your
customers may have their own opinions about what they want the criteria to be for each color indicator, so
be prepared to work with them closely and change the criteria, if needed. Make sure you and your
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customers agree on the red, yellow, and green indicators because you and your customers will use them
throughout the project. Adding the stoplight report to a project brings huge benefits to everyone involved.
Early reports, though, need communication and possible walkthroughs with customers to ensure that
everyone correctly reads and understands the information.
Communicating with a stoplight report is easy, but some project managers do not take advantage of it.
They may not see the value or maybe they simply do not know how to produce the criteria for the stoplight
fields to create the report. It is simple, but it takes a couple of times working with the stoplight fields to get
the hang of how they work. Usually, it takes a limited amount of time to learn how to set up and use this
valuable communication tool.

Planning to use a stoplight report
When planning and preparing to use a stoplight report, you must first decide the performance criteria to
use; most likely time or cost drives customer priority. When you understand the project’s performance
criteria, you then need to understand the customer’s risk tolerance levels. The tolerance levels will make a
difference for how the criteria are set for the stoplight report. Add the tolerance levels for each colored ball
into the scheduling tool. For example, if the activity runs three days late, a yellow indicator is displayed, but
if the activity is five days late or more, a red indicator is displayed. The customer’s tolerance levels focus on
those three and five days. They may want to trigger a yellow indicator on 1 day late and a red indicator on
2 days late if time is driving the schedule. You won’t know their tolerance levels until you ask your customer
and walk through the scenarios with them. Changing the criteria and tolerance levels for the colored balls in
the scheduling tool is easy and something you can do. Configure the colored balls to whatever is
appropriate for your customer’s risk tolerance level.
You also need to understand during the project communication planning process what the customer wants
to see in the stoplight report. Get this information during the planning process so you have time to set up
the stoplight report to your customer’s requirements long before project activities start.

Reporting from a stoplight report
On most projects, you are responsible for creating the stoplight report. Because you own developing and
creating the project schedule, it makes sense that you also own the stoplight report. It would not be wise to
pass this off to someone else because you need to stay on top of your project when the schedule goes off
track. The only exception to this is on large projects where there is a scheduling team, and in those cases,
stoplight report creation makes sense for someone else to complete. If any colored balls turn from green to
red, or green to yellow, you will see it and be able to react. There will be times when a project activity
shows red or yellow status, but you realize the activity is actually green. An example is an over-budget
activity that shows red, and you already received customer approval for more funds, but you haven’t
received the money yet. In this case, the budget shows a red indicator, but it is actually green because the
funds were approved, they just haven’t arrived in the account. These types of scenarios happen on projects,
but they don’t impact the project as long as you are on top of the project and understand activity status.
When distributing project status, the stoplight report sends a loud and clear message one way or another
about project status. A stoplight report full of green performance indicators shows a project that is under
control from a cost and schedule perspective. A project that has mostly red and yellow indicators shows that
it could be on the edge of trouble; people may need to pay close attention to it. Your customers and
leadership should review the project to decide where they can help. There might be areas where they can
turn around some of the project conditions that are causing the red and yellow indicators, especially if there
are areas they can control. A project showing a stoplight report that is all red indicates there are serious
project issues. Customer and leadership support is required immediately to get the project back on track. Be
cautious when using and reporting on a stoplight report with an all-red status because of the high visibility it
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will bring to the project. Unless, of course, visibility is exactly what you want. Before you distribute an allred stoplight report, you must understand the message you will portray about your project and what kind of
reaction or support you are seeking from leadership or your customer. Sometimes, you might communicate
one message, but the stoplight report will show another.
Each week’s stoplight report is part of a regular project reporting process. The stoplight report contains
project-specific data that is constantly changing, so reporting it weekly is important. Like all other
documents in the project, it is a great idea to store copies of the stoplight report in the document control
system for long-term storage and archiving.

Cross-Reference
See Chapter 22 - Using Communication Tools in Executing and Controlling Process to Report
Project Information to learn more about how to create and use a stoplight report.
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Introduction to the Work Package
The work package acquires project information at a detailed level that produces a document describing all
of the project work. Work packages comprise most of the work breakdown structure (WBS) dictionary. This
is often a hard-copy document that you create from a template, an electronic version of a document, or a
combination of both. A work package also includes reporting progress for each work package as they are
completed. A work package in a scheduling tool is a project activity or task where each (work package,
activity, or task) is a specific deliverable. Each activity should define all of the effort, materials, equipment,
risk, quality, cost, resources, duration, and scope for that single project deliverable. Because work packages
are individual deliverables, by reporting progress on each one, as they complete, you can easily track overall
project progress and performance. Work packages are usually short in duration, which helps you accurately
estimate the remaining work. Each work package identifies and defines specific work and deliverables, and
it helps control scope creep.

Note
The Project Management Institute’s knowledge area for this tool is the communications
management area. This tool can also be associated with all other knowledge areas.

Tool Value
The work package identifies and defines all of the work for each project deliverable.

Social Media Tools
The communication purposes for the work package are to inform and motivate. The tool can be
used in Yammer, Socialcast, and Facebook (private group).
Each work package, at a minimum, should include a description, how long it will take to complete (duration)
the work, and a predecessor and successor activity. They can also include the assigned resources—labor,
material and equipment—as well as the scope of work, cost, risk factors, quality of work, and the WBS
identification. When combined, the work package benefits most project stakeholders by formally
documenting work progress and communicating the remaining work to be completed. Check off the various
project components from the master list as they are completed, until the team delivers the entire project. If
there are any questions about what was completed, who signed off on it, or the completion date, you can
use the work package forms to communicate that information. Communicate the work package information
at the individual level or summarize all of the work packages and reports for the customer information. By
doing this, you let your customers know the latest work package and overall project status. Without the
work package form, there is less documented proof that a work deliverable was completed.
Figure 12.9 — Example of WBS (highlighting work packages) shows a WBS and the associated work
packages for each level. The work package is the lowest level of the WBS. When reporting work package
status, you are reporting at the lowest project level.
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Figure 12.9 — Example of WBS (highlighting work packages)

Be aware of the following work package characteristics:
•

Any unnecessary project work should not have a corresponding work package; that work does not
belong in the project.

•

Every work package has a specific associated deliverable.

•

Each work package should define all of the effort, materials, equipment, risk, quality, cost,
duration, and scope for the deliverable.

•

Work packages and WBS do not logically link; they are in a hierarchical format.

•

Each work package has a unique ID.

•

Work packages help control and identify change (scope creep).

•

The work package description should have a verb and a noun, and optionally, a location.

•

The work package is the lowest level of the WBS.

Tip
Always document a deliverable’s completion.

Planning to use a work package
The main concern when planning to use a work package is making sure that you include all of the work that
is required to complete the project. When developing work packages, you especially want to make sure that
you don’t include any work that is not required on the project. You should clearly understand the work that
will and will not be included in the work packages. If any of the required work is missing from the WBS
(summary of all work packages), your project schedule can be delayed or you may incur extra cost as well
because project work is missing that needs to be completed and paid for.

Reporting from a work package
The work package is not a period report. It can contain project status information, but its main use is
gathering and documenting information, not reporting on it. Work packages are included as part of a WBS
dictionary and should be available to anyone who is interested in learning more.
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There are probably as many ways to report project progress as there are projects. One way is to use the
work package as the reporting document. When reporting progress using this method, as work completes,
record it in a work package. Your role is to constantly determine what work is complete and what work
remains. With this information, you can take the progress information and summarize it to communicate
project status, usually on a weekly basis. The information documented in the work package describes the
details about the work that was completed and the remaining work.
The following list of items can be included in a work package:
•

Project name

•

Project manager

•

Description

•

Finish date

•

Responsible team members

•

Cost variance

•

Time variance

•

Actual resource hours used

•

Remaining hours

•

Materials used

•

Risk events that occurred

•

Lessons learned

The individual who performed the work, or the lead person for that particular project area, is responsible for
completing the work package results form. If there are major project areas led by different team leads or
subcontractors, those individuals are responsible for compiling the information for their areas and reporting
the results. When using the work package method to collect progress data, these forms are helpful in
understanding what data to collect. Without the form, team members struggle with what information they
should or should not collect. Because there are signatures on the forms, they could serve well in a court
case where proof is required for formal acceptance. When presented in a legal dispute, it could sway an
arbitration panel or court decision because there are signatures that indicate when a team member
completed the work. When completing the project, each work package form should be part of the overall
work documentation and included with the WBS for long-term storage and providing lessons-learned
information.
Figure 12.10 — Example of a work package form shows a sample work package progress form from a
construction project. The team lead (John MacDonald) completed the form when the work activity was
finished. The information on this form provides documentation about the work in the work package. It also
provides proof through the signatures that the customer approved and signed off on the work package. As
noted earlier, if the work ever went to court or was disputed, having the signatures proving that your
customer signed off and approved the work can be valuable in helping you win the court case. It is a best
practice for you to collect customer signatures on work package forms.
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Figure 12.10 — Example of a work package form

You do not need to formally report individual work package forms to your customers based on the standard
reporting process. The work package forms help you monitor and control project activities. The form also
helps you report to the stakeholders, at a summary level. If the customer or any stakeholder wants to see
work package details, they can review the work package form for all of the information they need.
There is usually no time frame associated with reporting a work package results form. Project work
completes at various times and so does completing the work package form. Therefore, regular reporting can
be challenging. Occasionally, you might have to gather the week’s forms and report them at the end of day
Friday, but that is uncommon. These forms do not lend themselves to formal reporting. Other tools do the
reporting using the information from a work package. The work package document is stored in the project
document control system.
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Cross-Reference
See Chapter 21 - Using Communication Tools During the Executing and Controlling Process to
learn more about how to create and use a work package.
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Summary
In summary, the tools described in this chapter help you and the project team manage project
communications. As we know, managing project communications is tricky, yet critical to the success of the
project. You will spend 90% of your time on the project managing and controlling project communications,
so you have to be ready and armed with the tools and processes to help you be successful.
One of the tools that can make an impact on your day-to-day project management responsibilities is the
project calendar. The personal calendar has been around for many years for people to record their doctor
and dentist appointments, but the project calendar is a relatively new concept that project managers should
embrace. It is popular with its graphic format and easy-to-communicate characteristics for team members,
customers, leadership, and other stakeholders.
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